Things To Take Pictures Of:

**Places**
- The river
- A reclaimed mining pond
- A grassy bluff
- Shoreline

**Plants**
- A tree with many holes for storing acorns (a cache)
- A very tall tree
- A seed or nut
- An acorn cap
- A flower
- A leaf with curved edges
- A leaf with straight edges
- Smooth bark
- Moss or fungus
- A vine with thorns
- A mushroom
- A white barked tree

**Animals**
- Animal print
- Squirrel
- Rabbit
- A lizard

**Birds**
- A tall white bird (Egret)
- A bird flying in the sky
- A bird on the water
- A feather

**Insects**
- Ants crawling in line
- Spider web
- Butterfly
- A ladybug

**Other**
- A friend smelling a flower
- A stick shaped like a letter
- A rock shaped like a triangle
- Reflection on the water
- A cloud that looks like an animal
- Animal burrow in the ground
- Oak galls
- A red canoe
- Something made by humans
- Your team’s shadows
- A group selfie with water in the background